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Abstract—An important role is played by human emotion 

recognition in the interpersonal relationships. Emotion is what 

separates us from other living beings. Its classification is essential 

for human computer interaction. In this paper, deep learning 

(similar to VGG-Net) is used to recognise human emotions 

through facial expressions. Here, in order to experiment with and 

train a deep convolutional network, the Kaggle’s FER2013 

dataset has been used. This work has been successfully 

implemented in real time system. 

 
Index Terms—Emotion Recognition, Deep Learning, VGG Net, 

FER2013, Computer Vision, Keras. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MOTION is one of the fundamental expression of human 

beings. It is an integral part of our nonverbal 

communication. Emotion recognition refers to identifying 

human emotions typically from facial expressions [1]. It is a 

skill that comes naturally to us. As kids, nonverbal 

communication is learned from social-emotional 

communication. So the face rather than voice is the dominant 

communication channel. In order to enable machines to do the 

same task, we need to train them using deep learning. In this 

work a facial image is classified into one of six different 

emotions – {"angry", "scared", "sad", "surprised", "happy", 

"neutral"}. There are a number of applications for emotion 

analysis. Some of them are as follows: 

1. Old age health monitoring remotely 

2. Counselling and determining the medical state of client 

3. Determining patients feeling and comfort level about the 

treatment during healthcare 

4. Solving difficulty to interpret expressions in case of 

autism patients 

5. Studying emotions and adjusting the style of teaching in 

case of e-learning 

6. Identifying fatigue during driving and generating alert in 

advance for safety 

7. Avoiding dispensation of money when the person is 

scared during withdrawing money 

8. Detecting lie or truth during interrogation of criminals by 

police.  

There are two ways of conducting emotion analysis: 

1. Invasive - Emotion analysis using sensors 

2. Non-invasive - Emotion analysis using camera.  

II. RELATED WORK 

In the past several approaches have been tried to classify 

human emotions from facial images [2], [3], [4]. Many of them 

have also achieved decent accuracies [5], [6], [7]. Happiness, 

sadness, anger etc. and other emotions can be classified by 

various expression recognition systems and other systems that 

are able to recognize the movement of muscles on the 

individuals face. 

Facial Action Coding System (FACS) as one of the best 

psychological framework does a good work of describing 

facial muscle movements [8]. 

In [9] the work is inspired by GoogLeNet and AlexNet 

architectures. Their network consists of two elements, first 

network contains of two traditional CNN modules. These are 

followed by two Inception style modules. These consist of a 

1x1, 3x3 and 5x5 convolution layers (Using ReLU) in parallel. 

These layers are then concatenated together as output. They 

use two FC layers as the classifying layers which also use 

ReLU. 

In [10] the proposed model consists of a 7-layer network. It 

has 3 convolutional layers (C1, C2 and C3), 2 layered pooling 

layers (P1 and P2), 1 full-connected layer, and 1 softmax 

layer. The input to the network is a 48x48 face intensity pixel 

matrix. There are several feature maps in the convolutional 

layer and the pooling layer. Each feature map is connected to 

the previous layer in a partially connected way. The operation 

of the convolution layers C1, C2, and C3 takes place with 64, 

64, and 128 convolution kernels, respectively, where C1 and 
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C2 have convolution kernels of size of 5x5, and C3 has 

convolution kernel of size of 4x4. The window size of pooling 

layers P1 and P2 is of 2x2. The fully connected layer has 4608 

neurons, which is fully connected to the pooling layer P2. 

There are seven neurons in the softmax layer and they classify 

the features of the fully connected layer. 

In [11] the architecture used has two convolutional layers 

followed by maxpool, convolutional layer, dropout, maxpool, 

three fully connected layers (each followed by a dropout) and 

finally a softmax layer. 

In [12] a modified 19-layer VGGNet network model is used. 

In this model the convolutional layer is divided into five 

segments. Each segment contains 2-4 convolutional layers, and 

each segment is connected with a max- pooling layer at the end 

to reduce the image size. The number of convolution kernels in 

each segment is the same, and the number of convolution 

kernels in the segments later on is more: 64-128-256-512-512. 

Only the first full-connection layer is retained, and dropout 

layers are added between the fully connected layers. After the 

fully-connected layer, a softmax classifier is finally connected 

to the model in series, which combines the cross-entropy loss 

function with the Softmax activation function. 

In [13] the authors have built CNNs with different depths. 

Initially a shallow CNN is used which has one convolution 

layer and three fully-connected layers. In all the layers 

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used as the activation 

function. Next a deep CNN is also used which has 8 

convolutional layers, 4 max pooling layers and 3 fully 

connected layers. The first and second convolutional layer 

consists of 32 3x3 filters. Third and fourth convolutional 

layers comprise 64 3x3 filters. Fifth and sixth convolutional 

layer has 96 3x3 filters. Seventh and eighth convolutional layer 

is made of 128 3x3 filters. 

In [14] a custom CNN is developed after their preprocessing 

technique. The model includes a set of fully connected layers 

at the end. It is based on the Xception architecture. This model 

makes use of both residual modules and deep-separable 

convolutions. It is a fully convolutional neural network 

comprising 4 deep-separable residual convolutions each 

followed by batch normalization and ReLU activation. In the 

last layer a global average is applied and softmax activation 

function is used. 

In [15] a DCNN model is used inspired by VGG16 

architecture. After using many Convolution, Max-Pooling and 

Fully Connected layer, the final output of seven classes is 

achieved. The filter size in all the convolution layers are of 

3x3 and all the pooling layers have a pool size of 2x2. An 

activation layer follows every convolution layer. To gain 

higher accuracy batch normalization is also included after 

every activation layer. A dropout layer with a value of 0.25 

follows every Pooling layer. Finally a Softmax Classifier is 

used to finally classify the image into seven distinct categories 

before reaching the output layer. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL ARCHITECTURE 

 
Figure 1 Proposed model architecture (similar to VGGnet) 

 

In the past computer vision problems have been solved 

using various architectures like Deep Belief Network, 

Recurrent Neural Network and Generative Adversarial 

Network. In this paper the proposed model architecture has 

been inspired by the VGG network family which is a type of 

deep convolutional neural network. In the architecture (shown 

in fig. 1): 

 

1. The CONV layers in the network are 3x3(filter size).  

2. The number of filters learned by each CONV layer is 

doubled as we go deeper in the network. 

3. The CONV and FC layers are initialized using MSRA/He 

et al. method. This works better for the VGG family of 

networks and enables the network to learn faster. 

4. ELU is used instead of ReLU to boost classification 

accuracy. 

In the above architecture, an activation followed by a batch 

normalization is applied after every CONV layer. The details 

of the layers used are explained below: 

A. Convolution Layer: The purpose of a convolutional layer 

is to act as a feature extraction layer. CONV layer computes 

the output of neurons connected to local input regions. Each of 

them compute a dot product between their weights and a small 

region they are linked to in the input volume. The local 
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features are extracted from the previous layer as the input of 

each neuron is connected with the local receptive field in the 

previous layer. Each neuron receive data from different local 

receptive fields but each neuron in the same feature map uses 

the same convolution kernel. 

B. Pooling Layer: POOL layer performs a spatial dimension 

(width, height) down sampling operation. As the number of 

convolution layers increases, the number of feature maps also 

increases leading to a sharp rise in feature dimensions. It will 

result in enormous dimensions if all features are used to train 

the softmax classifier. So a pooling layer is used to reduce 

feature dimension. The pooling layer plays the role of down-

sampling. It shrinks the feature maps without changing their 

number. 

 

C. Fully Connected Layer: FC layer computes the class 

scores. Here each neuron is connected to all neurons in the 

previous layer. 

 

D. Softmax Layer: The last layer of the Convolutional 

neural network is the softmax classifier. It has multi-outputs. 

Given an input, each neuron outputs a rate between 0 and 1. 

Thus the facial expression is categorized as per the rate. 

The model is trained on the FER2013 dataset [16] for 75 

epochs. For training Adam optimizer is used. During training 

data augmentation is applied to help reduce overfitting. This 

includes a random rotation range of 10 degrees, zoom range of 

0.1 and horizontal flipping. 

IV. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Fig. 2 shows the functional block diagram for our work. First 

the neural network model, as per the proposed architecture is 

trained on the FER2013 dataset for 75 epochs. The trained 

model is then saved to disk. The default webcamera of 

Alienware M14x R2 laptop is then used to capture live video 

stream. The default camera calibration intrinsic and extrinsic 

parameters have been used. Then frames are extracted from 

the video stream (Image Acquisition). This is followed by 

some image processing steps. The image is converted from 

RGB to grayscale colorspace. The largest face is detected in 

the image using Viola Jones algorithm [17] and the face region 

is extracted from the image as ROI. The ROI is resized to 

48x48 pixels and pixel intensities rescaled to 0 to 1 range and 

converted to an array. The emotion of the ROI is then 

predicted by loading the previously trained model and the 

recognized emotion class is displayed above the bounding box 

around the ROI. 

 
 

Figure 2 Functional block diagram of our implementation 

 

 
Figure 3 Training and validation loss and training and 

validation accuracy during 75 epochs 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

For face detection a fast and robust face detector 

implemented in OpenCV has been used (which was initially 

used by P. Viola and M. Jones). Given a real-time live stream, 

the face detector examines each location of the image and 

classifies it as a face or no face region. To decide how to 

classify each image location the classifier uses data stored in 

an XML file. For XML data detection, OpenCV's Haar 

Cascade classifier file is chosen. A series of frames are 

extracted from the camera and faces are detected in the frame. 

Provided there is at least one face detected, the bounding box 

list is sorted according to the size of the bounding box, with 

large faces at the front of the list. The largest face region is 

extracted as the region of interest (ROI), converted to a 

grayscale image and resized to 48x48 pixels. The emotion of 

the face is predicted and the label with the largest associated 

probability is taken. The live stream is displayed in a window 

with a bounding box around the largest face and the emotion 

label is shown above the bounding box in real-time. 

 
 

Figure 4 Neutral 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Happy 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Surprised 

 

 

 
Figure 7 Scared 

 

 

Figure 8 Sad 
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Figure 9 Angry 

 

The plot (loss and accuracy) for training and validation is 

shown in fig. 3. The fig. 4-9 shows the various emotional 

expressions recognized by our system. 

Table 1 Performance measures 

 

Algorithm Accuracy 

[15] 63 % 

[14] 66 % 

[11] 66 % 

[9] 66 % 

Our proposed method 69 % 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The goal of this work has been to design a deep neural 

network for facial expression recognition. We have seen how 

to implement a Convolutional Neural Network capable of 

predicting emotion and facial expressions. To accomplish this 

task a VGG-like CNN has been trained and tested. By using 

more types of data augmentation, increasing the number of 

layers, deepening the network and adding regularization 

further better accuracy can likely be obtained. 

Future scope of this work can be to do further testing with 

datasets containing images from various other angles like side 

views, bottom view and top view. It will lead to extend this 

model that can recognize human facial expression from any 

angle in any lighting condition and background. Also this 

system can be implemented in single board computer like 

Raspberry Pi. 
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